[1] The USGS's Robotic Lunar Observatory (ROLO) dedicated ground-based lunar calibration project obtained photometric observations of the Moon over the spectral range attainable from Earth (0.347-2.39 mm) and over solar phase angles of 1.55°-97°. From these observations, we derived empirical lunar surface solar phase functions for both the highlands and maria that can be used for a wide range of applications. The functions can be used to correct for the effects of viewing geometry to produce lunar mosaics, spectra, and quick-look products for future lunar missions and ground-based observations. Our methodology can be used for a wide range of objects for which multiply scattered radiation is not significant, including all but the very brightest asteroids and moons. 
Introduction and Scope
[2] Much of the variation in specific intensity and spectral albedo on the Moon, or any other planetary body, is not intrinsic but rather due to changing radiance viewing geometry. A number of studies have provided evidence for the significant influence of viewing geometry on spectral reflectance, including those of Gradie and Veverka [1982] , Pieters et al. [1991] and Domingue and Vilas [2007] . In order to produce photometrically correct mosaics and to detect and map subtle spectral features of minerals and volatiles on the lunar surface, such as iron-and titaniumbearing minerals and water ice, a quantitative model describing the directional properties of reflected solar radiation must be developed as a function of wavelength. With the advancement of lunar studies over the past decade, specifically mapping of surface components that hold scientific value for future study and exploration of the Moon, it is important to develop such a model for use with a wide range of lunar cameras and spectrometers.
[3] NASA's Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M 3 ), an imaging spectrometer that was included as part of the scientific payload on Indian Space Agency's Chandrayaan-1 spacecraft and gathered data throughout two mapping periods in 2008 -2009 [Pieters et al., 2007 , 2009 , provided a motivation to develop a spectrophotometric model for the visible and near infrared. The database used for the model was produced from the USGS's Robotic Lunar Observatory (ROLO) dedicated ground-based lunar calibration project [Kieffer and Wildey, 1996; Kieffer and Stone, 2005] . One purpose of this investigation was to develop a model that can be used by a wide variety of lunar investigations in the visible and near-IR. Our general, relatively simple model expresses the variations on the surface of the Moon due to changes in the solar phase function, and it is based entirely on measurements from ROLO. The alternative, to use derived radiative transfer model parameters such as the single scattering albedo, the single scattering phase function, opposition surge and roughness parameters [Chandrasekhar, 1960; Hapke, 1981 Hapke, , 1984 Hapke, , 1986 Hapke, , 1990 , all of which vary with position on the Moon, entails complicated, nonunique model fits and assumptions that are of limited use in constructing data sets from spacecraft observations. These data sets include maps of minerals and volatiles, multispectral mosaics corrected for the effects of viewing geometry (phase angle, incident angle, and emission angle), and extracted spectra.
Data Analysis

ROLO Data
[4] The need for a well-characterized calibration target for space-based and ground-based remote-sensing studies was realized decades ago. A dedicated program to gather photometric data for the Moon over the spectral range attainable from Earth (0.347-2.39 mm) and over solar phase angles of 1.55°-97°, was initiated by Hugh Kieffer and his colleagues at the USGS Astrogeology Center under NASA sponsorship [Kieffer and Wildey, 1996] . Extensive measurements have been published [Kieffer and Stone, 2005] , and calibrated telescopic images and additional data provided by the USGS have been used for this study. In particular, 11 lunar regions that were the subject of focused analysis by Kieffer and Stone [2005] provided extensive radiometric measurements and phase information. These areas ("chips") are listed in Table 1 . The chips include small areas of about 20 × 20 km that are represented by 3 × 3 pixel squares in a modified Lambert azimuthal equal area projection of the ROLO images.
The Photometric Model
[5] We obtained 36,000 photometric data points from the ROLO observations for each of the 11 reference regions defined by Kieffer and Stone [2005] . Exoatmospheric radiance data was further calibrated to units of reflectance through normalization over a solar irradiance model. Observations from the waxing phases were selected and corrected for "limb-darkening" (changes in specific intensity due to changes in the incidence and emission angle) to derive a surface solar phase function using the following equation [Seeliger, 1884; Chandrasekhar, 1960] :
where m o is the cosine of the incident angle, m is the cosine of the emission angle, and f(a) is the surface solar phase function. This lunar scattering law (given by the m o /(m + m o ) term), which has been known since the nineteenth century and follows from the equation of radiative transfer, is often called the Lommel-Seeliger function after two early users of the model for the lunar surface. The solar phase function includes the physical effects of macroscopic roughness; the single particle phase function describing the directional scattering properties of individual particles; the single scattering albedo; and the opposition effect. This latter effect is the nonlinear increase in brightness that nearly all airless bodies exhibit as their surfaces become fully illuminated to an observer [Irvine, 1966; Hapke, 1986] . The surge is due to both the rapid disappearance of mutual shadows cast among regolith particles and to coherent backscatter [Hapke, 1990] . The Moon is known to exhibit a strong opposition surge due to both effects and the surge has been modeled from Clementine data based on physical parameters [Buratti et al., 1996; Hillier et al., 1999] . In this empirical approach designed to provide a simple photometric function for use with spacecraft observations, we concatenate all the physical parameters into the single function f(a). Examples of the derived solar phase functions f(a) over the spectral range of the ROLO measurements for both mare and highlands are shown in Figure 1 . The wavelength dependence for the solar phase function at 10°intervals is shown in Figure 2 .
[6] We used the waxing phase for our fits because these observations were less noisy and fit the observations better. Also, the fits to the waning phases exhibited more discontinuities due to filter gaps in the ROLO data and discontinuities near absorption band positions. The jags remaining in the waxing fits have been smoothed over in our final photometric model. The causes of the differences between the waxing and waning phases are discussed more fully in section 4 and in the work of Goguen et al. [2010] .
Methodology
[7] The steps to create a readily useable lunar photometric function based on ROLO data are as follows:
[8] 1. Solar phase functions (fl(a)) were extracted for each of the 11 sites employing equation (1).
[9] 2. Chip 0 was chosen as typical for mare regions and chip 9 was chosen as typical for the lunar highlands.
[10] 3. The surface phase functions were then fit to a fourthorder polynomial plus an exponential term. Interpolations were done to produce a model at one nanometer resolution.
[11] 4. A file giving the solar phase corrections at one degree in a and one nanometer in spectral granularity was produced. The range in solar phase angle is 0-90°and the range in wavelength is 0.347-2.39 mm (from ROLO). The fits to the polynomial were also extrapolated to a wavelength of 3.0 mm to cover the wavelength range of the M 3 instrument. This file can be used as a preliminary solar phase function for a wide variety of lunar missions that have visible and infrared cameras. Tables 2 and 3 give the values of equation (2) for typical highlands and maria regions.
[12] Modeling the lunar solar phase function to correct M 3 spectral image cubes and other potential lunar data sets entails fitting the extracted solar phase functions (Step 1 above) to the 11 ROLO focus regions at each of the 32 wavelengths of the ROLO filters. We found that a fourthorder polynomial, with an extra exponential term to model the opposition surge region fit well:
The fits for chips that well represent both lunar maria and the highlands are listed in Tables 2 and 3 . For the mare, we used ROLO data from chip 0 (Mare Serenitatis) and for the highlands we used data from chip 9 (Highlands). These solar phase functions can be employed to correct the reflectance of the Moon for the effects of viewing geometry.
[13] These fits to the visible and near-IR surface photometric function of the Moon can be used for a wide variety of calibration purposes. They can be used to approximate a photometric function for any region on the Moon by coadding appropriate fractions of photometric functions for the highlands and maria.
Validation With Apollo 16 Data
[14] Of all celestial bodies, the Moon has the advantage that ground truth has been obtained for it. One example of the use of the ROLO solar phase functions is a photometric correction to reference the lunar surface to samples from the Apollo 16 landing site. Extensive calibrations of the Apollo 16 landing site samples have been performed at Brown University's RELAB facility [Pieters, 1983 [Pieters, , 1999 . Thus, it is desirable to obtain a reference photometric function for this site. Unfortunately, the Apollo landing site was not one of the 11 ROLO sites chosen for focused study. However, a good approximation to the photometric behavior of the site can be obtained by coadding fractions of highland and maria; the correct partition between highlands and maria is obtained when the spectrum of the coadded f(a) matches the ROLO spectrum of the Apollo landing site. Figure 3 shows the result of this process for the Apollo 16 region; these results were created by mixing the highland and mare solar phase functions in a combination that gave consistency with the measured spectrum and albedo of the landing site at a solar phase angle of 30°, the geometry of the RELAB measurements. For this specific case, the highlands were 84% of the solar phase function and resulting spectrum, while the maria were 16%. (The actual fraction of highlands was 1.19 and the fraction of maria was 0.19. The numbers do not sum to unity because an adjustment had to be made for the higher albedo of the Apollo 16 region). The Apollo 16 landing site was in the highlands southwest of Mare Tranquilitatis, but the specific location was in the Cayley Plains, which could have some characteristics of the lunar maria. Thus, a photometric function that is 16% maria makes sense.
[15] The specific photometric correction used to reference observations to that of the Apollo site normalized to 30°is given by: Detailed spectroscopic analyses of the Moon require a smooth file of the solar phase correction factor at ∼one nanometer increments in wavelength and one degree increments in solar phase angle. These corrections are illustrated graphically in Figure 4 for equation (3). These data have been smoothed and extrapolated with the fit polynomial to 3.0 mm, the upper limit to the wavelength range of M 3 . This exercise illustrates that the photometric function of any region on the Moon, with the exception of the bright ray craters, can be constructed from the appropriate partitioning of the solar phase functions of highlands and maria. 
Discussion and Conclusions
[17] From ROLO data we have produced an empirical, wavelength-dependent solar surface phase function for two end-members of the lunar terrain: highlands and maria. These results can be used for quick-look, outreach, and initial mosaics produced by cameras and imaging spectrometers on lunar missions. More detailed models based on actual data acquired by these instruments will of course be used for more advanced scientific analysis such as identification of subtle spectral bands of minerals and volatiles [Hicks et al., 2011] . An assessment of the importance of thermal radiation (mainly for wavelengths larger than ∼2.5 mm) was not done on these data sets. Note that our fits are entirely empirical: no attempt is made to derive photometric parameters for roughness, single particle phase functions, single scattering albedo, and opposition surge [Pieters, 1983 [Pieters, , 1999 ] is shown in red. This spectrum is represented by 84% highlands and 16% maria. parameters [see, e.g., Hapke, 1981 Hapke, , 1984 Hapke, , 1986 Buratti, 1985] , since these parameters are often impossible to uniquely fit [Helfenstein et al., 1988] and may not accurately portray physical truth [Shepard and Helfenstein, 2007] . Appropriate fractions of the lunar highlands and maria functions can be coadded to fit any lunar terrain, except bright ray craters. Finally, our simple methodology can be applied to any airless celestial body for which multiple scattering is not important, including all but the most reflective asteroids, and moons with albedos less than ∼0.6 [Buratti, 1984] .
[18] It is also important to note that the waxing and waning phases of the Moon exhibit different photometric functions in the ROLO data. Although the principle of reciprocity requires that the interchange of the incident and emission angle results in identical fits to a photometric function, the specific case of the Moon is complicated by lunar macroscopic roughness [Goguen et al., 2010] . For the waning phases of the Moon, large emission angles are in regions where the effects of shadowing by craters, mountains, and clumps of particles are greatest. In addition, these features alter the local viewing geometry from that expected for a simple sphere. (The well-known, smaller difference in the waxing and waning disk-integrated solar phase curves is due to another cause: the enhanced placement of low-albedo maria regions on the waning Moon). As stated in section 2, we used the waxing phase for our fits because these observations were less noisy and fit the observations better. 3 observations were extracted from within a 5°× 5°s quare box centered on a latitude of −17.21°and a longitude of 15.01°, which is near ROLO chip 9 (early data were not obtained at the exact location of chip 9). The M 3 observations were averaged into 5 equal segments along the cross track direction. The data depicted have been corrected for the Lommel-Seeliger factor.
